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Abstract
Selecting hyperparameters for unsupervised learning problems is diffi-
cult in general due to the lack of ground truth for validation. However, this
issue is prevalent in machine learning, especially in clustering problems
with examples including the Lagrange multipliers of penalty terms in
semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations and the bandwidths used for
constructing kernel similarity matrices for Spectral Clustering. Despite
this, there are not many provable algorithms for tuning these hyperpa-
rameters. In this paper, we provide a unified framework with provable
guarantees for the above class of problems. We demonstrate our method
on two distinct models. First, we show how to tune the hyperparameters
in widely used SDP algorithms for community detection in networks. In
this case, our method can also be used for model selection. Second, we
show the same framework works for choosing the bandwidth for the kernel
similarity matrix in Spectral Clustering for subgaussian mixtures under
suitable model specification. In a variety of simulation experiments, we
show that our framework outperforms other widely used tuning procedures
in a broad range of parameter settings.
1 Introduction
A standard statistical model has parameters, which characterize the underlying
data distribution; an inference algorithm to learn these parameters typically
involve hyperparameters (or tuning parameters). Popular examples include
the penalty parameter in regularized regression models, the number of clusters
in clustering analysis, the bandwidth parameter in kernel based clustering,
nonparameteric density estimation or regression methods (Wasserman [2006],
Tibshirani et al. [2015]), to name but a few. It is well-known that selecting
these hyperparameters may require repeated training to search through different
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combinations of plausible hyperparameter values and often has to rely on good
heuristics and domain knowledge from the user. As shown in Thornton et al.
[2013], different hyperparameters in some of the most widely used algorithms
can lead to significant changes in model accuracy.
An increasing amount of effort has been devoted to automating the selection
of hyperparameters. Cross validation (CV) is a non-parametric procedure (Stone
[1974], Zhang [1993]) which has been used extensively in machine learning and
statistics (Hastie et al. [2005]) for estimating the prediction error of solutions
produced with different model complexity or hyperparameters. It has been
studied extensively in supervised learning settings, particularly in low dimensional
linear models (Shao [1993], Yang et al. [2007]) and penalized regression in high
dimension (Wasserman and Roeder [2009]). Other methods based on stability
criterion for model selection in similar supervised settings have been proposed
and analyzed, including (Breiman et al. [1996], Bach [2008], Meinshausen and
Bühlmann [2010], Lim and Yu [2016]). Finally, a large number of empirical
methods exist in the machine learning literature for tuning hyperparameters in
various training algorithms (Bergstra and Bengio [2012], Bengio [2000], Snoek
et al. [2012], Bergstra et al. [2011]), most of which do not provide theoretical
guarantees.
In contrast to the supervised setting with i.i.d. data used in many of the
above methods, in this paper, we consider unsupervised clustering problems with
possible dependence structure in the datapoints. We propose an overarching
framework for hyperparameter tuning and model selection for a variety of
probabilistic clustering models. The first challenge in our setting arises from
the unsupervised nature of clustering problems. Since labels are not available,
it is not easy to choose a criterion for evaluation and in general a method for
selecting hyperparameters. One may consider using a stability-based criterion,
which usually involves splitting the data in different folds and selecting the model
or hyperparameter with the most stable solution. However, using stability alone
may not be enough to ensure an optimal solution, as the inference algorithm may
get stuck at the same local optima for multiple splits of the data (Von Luxburg
et al. [2010]). In Wang [2010], Fang and Wang [2012], the authors redefine
the number of clusters as one that gives the most stable clustering for a given
algorithm, which better aligns with the goal of the stability criterion. In Meila
[2018], a semi-definite program (SDP) maximizing an inner product criterion is
performed for each clustering solution, and the value of the objective function is
used to evaluate the goodness of the clustering. The analysis is done without any
model assumptions. An additional challenge in our problem setting is related
to the possible dependence structure in the datapoints, which requires careful
splitting procedures when carrying out CV.
To illustrate the generality of our framework, we focus on subgaussian
mixtures and the Stochastic Blockmodel (SBM) as two representative models
for i.i.d. data and data with dependence structure, where clustering is a natural
problem. We propose two provable algorithms for both hyperparameter tuning
and model selection in these models. As concrete examples of learning algorithms,
we consider the popular semidefinite relaxation (SDP) methods for SBM and
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Spectral Clustering for subgaussian mixtures.
In network analysis, the clustering problem in SBM or its variants is also
known as community detection. While a number of methods exist for selecting the
true number of communities (which we denote r0) with consistency guarantees,
including Wang and Bickel [2017], Riolo et al. [2017], Le and Levina [2015],
Bickel and Sarkar [2016], these methods have not been generalized to other
hyperparameter selection problems. For CV-based methods, existing strategies
involve node splitting (Chen and Lei [2018]), or edge splitting (Li et al. [2016]).
In the former, it is established that CV prevents underfitting for model selection
in SBM. In the latter, a similar one sided consistency result for Random Dot
Product Models (RDPG) (Young and Scheinerman [2007], which includes SBM
as a special case) is shown. While this method can be applied to tuning
hyperparameters, theoretical guarantees have not been provided.
In terms of algorithms for community detection, SDP methods have gained a
lot of attention (Abbe et al. [2015], Amini et al. [2018], Guédon and Vershynin
[2016], Cai et al. [2015], Hajek et al. [2016]) due to their strong theoretical
guarantees. Often the true number of communities r0 is assumed to be known.
Some penalized SDP formulations also have been proposed for estimating r0 (Yan
et al. [2017]). However, most of these methods require appropriate tuning of the
Lagrange multipliers of penalty terms, which are themselves hyperparameters.
Usually the theoretical upper and lower bounds on these hyperparameters involve
unknown model parameters, which are nontrivial to estimate. The proposed
method in Abbe and Sandon [2015] is agnostic of model parameters, but it
involves a highly-tuned and hard to implement spectral clustering step (also
noted by Perry and Wein [2017]).
For clustering subgaussian mixtures, most of the existing tuning procedures
for hyperparameters are heuristic and do not have provable guarantees. For
example, to select the kernel bandwidth parameter in spectral clustering, [Shi
et al., 2008] proposed a data dependent way to set the bandwidth parameter by
suitably normalizing the 95% quantile of a vector containing 5% quantiles of
distances from each point.
In this paper, we propose a unified framework for tuning hyperparameters
in clustering algorithms, both for SBM as an example of network structured
data, and subgaussian mixtures as an example of i.i.d. data. In Section 3,
we establish some broad conditions under which one can provide a general
theorem for correctly tuning a hyperparameter of a clustering algorithm when
the number of clusters is known. We demonstrate this via two concrete examples
of very different flavors; one for a SDP method for community detection (Li et al.
[2018]) under SBM, and one for selecting the bandwidth parameter for spectral
clustering on subgaussian mixtures (Ng et al. [2002]). In Section 4, we show the
same framework can be adapted to a CV procedure to estimate r0 consistently
with high probability when r0 is unknown in SBM. In order to achieve this, we
characterize the behavior the algorithm when the model is mis-specified, for
both underfitting and overfitting. In Section 5, we show using simulated data
in the above settings that our method outperforms other data driven tuning
techniques in a broad range of parameter settings.
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2 Preliminaries and Notations
2.1 Notations
Let (C1, ..., Cr0) denote a partition of n data points into r0 clusters; mi = |Ci|
denote the size of Ci and n =
∑r0
i=1mi. Denote pimin = minimi/n. The
cluster membership of each node is represented by a n × r0 matrix Z, with
Zij = 1 if data point i belongs to cluster j, and 0 otherwise. Since r0 is
the true number of clusters, ZTZ is full rank. Given Z, the corresponding
normalized clustering matrix is Z(ZTZ)−1ZT , and the unnormalized clustering
matrix as ZZT . X can be either a normalized or unnormalized clustering
matrix, as will be made clear in the context. We use X˜ to denote the matrix
returned by SDP algorithms, which may not necessarily be clustering matrix.
Denote Xr0 as the set of all possible normalized clustering matrices with cluster
number r0. Let Z0 and X0 be the membership and normalized clustering matrix
corresponding to the ground truth. For any matrix X ∈ Rn×n, we use XCk,C`
as a matrix in the sense that XCk,C`(i, j) = X(i, j) if i ∈ Ck, j ∈ C`, and 0
otherwise. Let En be the n× n all ones matrix. The inner product between two
matrices is defined as 〈A,B〉 = trace(ATB). Standard notations for complexity
analysis o,O, oP , OP ,Θ,Ω will be used. By “with high probability”, we mean
with probability tending to one.
2.2 Problem setup and motivation
We consider a general clustering setting where the data D gives rise to a n× n
similarity matrix Sˆ. Sˆij is large if points i and j are similar to each other. Denote
A as a clustering algorithm which operates on the data D with a hyperparameter
λ and outputs a clustering result in the form of Zˆ or Xˆ. Here note that A may
or may not perform clustering on Sˆ, and A , Zˆ and Xˆ could all depend on λ. In
this paper we assume that the Sˆ = S+R, where R is a matrix of arbitrary noise,
and S is the “population similarity matrix” with block-wise constant structure
as X0, i.e. S =
∑
k,` ak,`ECk,C` . Depending on the application, S may have all
zeros or all ones on the diagonal. As two concrete examples, we focus on two
commonly used clustering models which handle network-structured data and
classical Euclidean data respectively.
Assortativity (weak and strong): We require weak assortativity on
general similarity matrix S for theoretical guarantees of our algorithm. Define
the minimal difference between diagonal term and off-diagonal term on the same
row as
pgap = min
k
(akk −max
` 6=k
akl). (1)
The weak assortativity requires pgap > 0. This condition is mild compared to
strong assortativity requiring mink akk −max` 6=k akl > 0.
Stochastic Blockmodel: The SBM is a generative model of networks with
community structure on n nodes. By first partitioning the nodes into r0 classes
which leads to a membership matrix Z, the n×n adjacency matrix A is sampled
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from probability matrix P , i.e., X, where
Pij =
{
ZTi BZj when i 6= j
0 otherwise
where Zi and Zj are the ith and jth row of matrix Z, B is the r0 × r0 block
probability matrix. The aim is to estimate node memberships given A. In this
case, Sˆ is defined as A and S is defined as P , and algorithm A operates on A.
We assume the elements of B have order Θ(ρ).
Mixtures of sub-Gaussian: Let Y = [Y1, . . . , Yn]T be a n×d data matrix.
We consider a setting in El Karoui et al. [2010], where Yi are generated from a
mixture model with r clusters,
Yi = µa +
Wi√
d
, E(Wi) = 0, Cov(Wi) = σ2aI, a = 1, . . . , r, (2)
Wi’s are independent sub-Gaussian vectors, and this model can be thought of as
low dimensional signal embedded in high dimensional noise. Here we take Sˆ as
the negative pairwise distances and A is a clustering algorithm operating on Y .
The exact forms of Sˆ and S will be made clear in Section 3.2.
Motivating examples: To explain the motivation of our study, consider
the SDP proposed in Cai et al. [2015] for community detection in SBM,
max trace(AX)− λtrace(XEn)
s.t. X  0, X ≥ 0, Xii = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(SDP-1)
which has λ as a hyperparameter. Typically, one performs Spectral Clustering (k-
means on the top r0 eigenvectors) on the output of the SDP to get the clustering.
In Figures 1(a)-(b), we can see that different λ values lead to widely varying
clustering performance as measured by the normalized mutual information
(NMI).
As a second example, on data generated from (2), we perform Spectral Clus-
tering on the widely used Gaussian kernel K matrix with bandwidth parameter
θ. More concretely we used Spectral Clustering which applies k-means with
k = r0 on the top r0 eigenvectors of K. In Figure 1(c)-(d), the flat region of
suboptimal θ corresponds to when the two adjacent clusters in (c) cannot be
classified well.
3 Hyperparameter tuning with known number of
clusters
In this section, we consider tuning procedure where the true number of clusters
r0 is known. We show in this case cross validation is unnecessary. We first show
the general theorem and algorithm (MATR), and then apply the algorithm to
tune λ in SDP-1 and bandwidth in Spectral Clustering.
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(a) SBM (b) NMI v.s. λ
(c) Clustering (d) NMI v.s. θ
Figure 1: Tuning parameters in SDP and Spectral clustering; accuracy measured
by normalized mutual information (NMI).
Theorem 1. Consider a clustering algorithm A with inputs D, λ, r0 and outputs
Zˆλ. The similarity matrix is Sˆ = S+R, where S is a weakly assortative population
similarity matrix, and R is an arbitrary noise matrix. Denote τ := npiminpgap
(Eq 1). Then, as long as there exists λ0 ∈ {λ1, . . . , λT }, such that 〈Xˆλ0 , Sˆ〉 ≥
〈X0, S〉 − , Algorithm 1(MATR) will output a Zˆλ, such that∥∥∥Xˆλ −X0∥∥∥2
F
≤ 2
τ
(+ sup
X∈Xr
|〈X,R〉|),
where Xˆλ is the normalized clustering matrix for Zˆλ.
In other words, as long as the range of λ we consider covers some optimal λ
value and the noise term R is bounded, the theorem guarantees Algorithm 1 will
lead to the correct clustering matrix. Next we describe this general algorithm
for tuning hyperparameters given any clustering algorithm A and a similarity
matrix Sˆ, and apply them to specific settings in the following subsections.
3.1 Hyperparameter tuning for SBM
In Cai et al. [2015], the introduced SDP-1 can be applied to recover an unnor-
malized clustering matrix with unequal cluster sizes with a tuning parameter
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Algorithm 1: MAx-TRace (MATR) based tuning algorithm for known
number of clusters.
Input: clustering algorithm A , data D, similarity matrix Sˆ, a set of
candidates {λ1, · · · , λT }, number of clusters r;
Procedure:
for t = 1 : T do
run clustering on D: Zˆt = A (D, λt, r);
compute normalized clustering matrix: Xˆt = Zˆt(ZˆTt Zˆt)−1ZˆTt ;
compute inner product: lt = 〈Sˆ, Xˆt〉;
end for
tˆ = argmax(l1, ..., lT );
Output: Zˆtˆ
λ. In their setting, the true number of clusters r is known and λ is chosen
empirically (more in Sec 5). The role of λ is crucial when solving for SDP-1.
Cai et al. [2015] show that when the SBM is strongly consistent, exact recov-
ery is achieved for maxk 6=`Bk` + O(log n/n +
√
maxk 6=`Bk` log n/n) ≤ λ ≤
mink Bkk −O(
√
mink Bkk log n/n)]. We show a complementary result under a
more general model, which shows that for a specific region of λ, the normalized
clustering matrix from SDP-1 will merge two clusters with high probability. This
highlights the importance of selecting an appropriate λ since different values can
lead to drastically different clustering result. The detailed statement and proof
can be found in Proposition 9 of the supplementary.
Here, the input to Algorithm 1 D and Sˆ are both the adjacency matrix A.
As SDP-1 outputs a matrix X˜, we use Spectral Clustering on X˜ to get the
membership matrix Zˆ, this clustering algorithm is used as A . We use Algorithm
1 to tune λ with A . Then, we have the following theoretical guarantee.
Theorem 2. Consider A ∼ SBM(B,Z0) with B weakly assortative. Denote
τ := npimin mink(Bkk −max` 6=k Bk`). If the following conditions hold,
 = oP (τ), r0
√
nρ = oP (τ),
then as long as there exists λ0 ∈ {λ1, . . . , λT }, such that 〈Xˆλ0 , A〉 ≥ 〈X0, P 〉 − 
, with A Algorithm 1(MATR) will output a Zˆλ, such that
‖Xˆλ −X0‖2F = oP (1),
where Xˆλ is the normalized clustering matrix for Zˆλ.
Proof. This result comes directly from Theorem 1. We have R = A − P , and
its inner product with Xˆ is bounded by |〈A − P, Xˆ〉| ≤ ||A − P ||2||Xˆ||∗ ≤
OP (r0
√
nρ)
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3.2 Hyperparameter tuning for Mixtures of sub-Gaussians
In this case, the data D is Y defined in Eq 2, the clustering algorithm A
is Spectral Clustering (see Section 2.2) on the Gaussian kernel K(i, j) =
exp
(
−‖Yi−Yj‖222θ2
)
. Here Sˆ as the negative distance matrix, Sˆij = −‖Yi − Yj‖22.
Its population version has ak` = −(d2k` + σ2k + σ2` ), for dk` = ‖µk − µ`‖2. Again
we apply MATR to select θ; the Spectral Clustering algorithm obtains principal
eigenvectors of the kernel similarity matrix K and outputs a membership matrix
Zˆ. Here K in inself depends on the unknown bandwidth parameter. We have
the following theoretical guarantee.
Theorem 3. Consider Sˆ and S defined above. Denote τ := npimin mink(akk −
max` 6=k ak`). If the following conditions holds,
 = oP (τ), n
√
log d/d = oP (τ),
then, as long as there exists λ0 ∈ {λ1, . . . , λT }, such that 〈Xˆλ0 , Sˆ〉 ≥ 〈X0, S〉 − 
, with A , Algorithm 1(MATR) will output a Zˆλ, such that
‖Xˆλ −X0‖2F = oP (1),
where Xˆλ is the normalized clustering matrix for Zˆλ.
Proof. Using the proof of Theorem 1 in Yan and Sarkar [2016], we have sup |Sˆij−
Sij | ≤ OP (
√
log d/d). Therefore, |〈R, Xˆ〉| = |〈Sˆ−S, Xˆ〉| ≤ OP (
√
log d/dn). The
result comes directly from Theorem 1.
4 Hyperparameter tuning with unknown number
of clusters
In this section, we adapt MATR to situations where the number of clusters is
unknown to do model selection. We first explain the general algorithm and
state general theoretical assumptions for the algorithm to work. Then apply the
algorithm to do model selection for stochastic block model with SDP and show
the assumptions can indeed be met.
Since our theoretical results for MATR rely on the assumption that the
number of clusters is known, they cannot be applied for model selection. In the
following, we show that with cross validation, we can do model selection with
MATR. In Algorithm 2, we present the general MATR-CV algorithm taking
clustering algorithm, similarity matrix and etc as inputs. Compared to MATR,
MATR-CV has two additional parts. This first part (Algorithm 3) is to split
nodes into training part and testing part, and correspondingly split the similarity
matrix into 4 parts. The second part (Algorithm 4) is to cluster testing nodes
based on training nodes cluster membership and similarity between training
nodes and testing nodes. For each node i in the test set, ClusterTest computes
vi which is an estimate of Bci,a where ci is the cluster of node i and a ∈ [rˆ]. This
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is achieved by first calculating the number of neighbors i has in different classes,
and then normalizing those counts by the estimated size of the classes. Since we
assume the model is weakly assortative, we assign i to arg maxa∈[rˆ] vi(a).
Remark 4. MATR-CV is also compatible with tuning two hyperparameters. For
example, for SDP-1, if the number of clusters is unknown, then for each r, we
can run MATR to find the best λ for the given r, followed by running a second
level MATR-CV to find the best r.
Algorithm 2: MATR-CV.
Input: clustering algorithm A , data D, similarity matrix S, candidates
{r1, · · · , rT }, repetition J , training ratio γtrain, node numbers n, trace
gap ∆;
for t = 1 : T do
for j = 1 : J do
A11, A21, A22 ← NodeSplitting(A, n, γtrain);
Zˆ11 = A (A11, rt);
Zˆ22 = ClusterTest(A21, Zˆ11);
Xˆ22 = Zˆ22(Zˆ22
T
Zˆ22)−1Zˆ22
T
;
lrt = lrt + 〈A22, Xˆ22〉/J ;
end for
end for
rmax = argmaxrlr;
rˆ = min{r : lr ≥ lrmax −∆};
Output: rˆ
Algorithm 3: NodeSplitting
Input: A, n, γtrain;
Randomly split [n] into Q1, Q2 of size nγtrain and n(1− γtrain)
A11 ← AQ1,Q1 , A21 ← AQ2,Q1 , A22 ← AQ2,Q2
Output: A11, A21, A22
Algorithm 4: ClusterTest
Input: A21 ∈ {0, 1}n×m, Zˆ11 ∈ {0, 1}m×k;
M ← A21Zˆ11(Zˆ11T Zˆ11)−1;
for i = 1 : n do
Zˆ22(i, arg maxM(i, :)) = 1
end for
Output: Zˆ22
Theorem 5. Given a candidate set of cluster numbers {rt} containing the true
number of cluster r0, assume the following is true with high probability:
(i) for any underfitting r ∈ {rt}, i.e., r < r0, with probability greater than or
equal to 1− δunder,
〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 ≤ 〈A22, X220 〉 − under;
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(ii) for any overfitting r ∈ {rt}, i.e., r > r0, with probability greater than or
equal to 1− δover,
〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 ≤ 〈A22, X220 〉+ over;
(iii) for the true r0, with probability greater than or equal to 1− δest,
〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉 ≥ 〈A22, X220 〉 − est;
(iv) there exists ∆ such that
est + over < ∆ < under − est,
then with probability greater than or equal to 1− δunder− δover− δest, MATR-CV
will recover the true r0 with trace gap ∆.
Proof. With probability greater than 1−δest−δover−δunder, the three inequalities
hold.
For any r > r0 :
〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉 ≥ 〈A22, X220 〉 − est ≥ 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 − est − over
> 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 −∆.
For any r < r0 :
〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉 ≥ 〈A22, X220 〉 − est ≥ 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 − est + under
> 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉+ ∆ > 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 −∆.
Therefore, 〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉 > maxt〈A22, Xˆ22rt 〉 − ∆, so r0 ∈ {r : 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 ≥
maxt〈A22, Xˆ22rt 〉 −∆}.
For r < r0 :
〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 ≤ 〈A22, X220 〉 − under ≤ 〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉+ est − under
< max
t
〈A22, Xˆ22rt 〉 −∆.
Therefore, for any r < r0, r /∈ {r : 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 ≥ maxt〈A22, Xˆ22rt 〉 −∆}.
In conclusion min{r : 〈A22, Xˆ22r 〉 ≥ maxt〈A22, Xˆ22rt 〉−∆} = r0, so MATR-CV
would return the true number of clusters.
4.1 Model selection for SBM
We focus on the SDP algorithm introduced in Peng and Wei [2007], Yan et al.
[2017] (SDP-2-λ). Since the trace of the exact recovery of normalized clustering
matrix is equal to the number of clusters, Yan et al. [2017] proposed to use
SDP-2-λ to recover the clustering and r0 simultaneously. The hyperparameter
λ is empirically tuned to obtain X˜ and then Spectral Clustering is done on X˜
with rˆ = round(trace(X˜)). However, in Proposition 10 in the supplementary, we
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show suboptimal choices of the hyperparameter λ can lead to merged clusters,
which motivates us to choose λ in a systematic way.
max trace(AX)− λtrace(X)
s.t. X  0, X ≥ 0, X1 = 1 (SDP-2-λ)
Here, we consider using MATR-CV to do hyperparameter tuning directly
with r which is equivalent to tuning λ, and we use SDP-2. Then, the input
clustering algorithm ASDP-2 for MATR-CV would take training graph A11 and
cluster number r as inputs. It first obtains an estimated normalized clustering
matrix for training nodes with SDP-2, and computes the cluster membership of
training nodes using spectral clustering on the matrix.
max trace(AX)
s.t. X  0, X ≥ 0, trace(X) = r,X1 = 1 (SDP-2)
Consider a SBM with separation pgap = Ω˜(n−3/4r
5/2
0 /pi
2
min), where pgap is
the separation defined in Eq (1), with S = P . Ω˜ denotes Ω up-to logarthmic
factors. Then the following results hold.
Theorem 6. Given a candidate set of {rt} containing true cluster number r0,
and maxt rt ≤
√
n. Then with high probability (1−O(1/n)), MATR-CV would
output the true number of clusters with ∆ = (1 + ρ)
√
maxt rt log n.
Proof sketch. In the following, we show that with the separation condition, the
assumptions in theorem 5 are indeed satisfied.
First, we show for any underestimated normalized clustering matrix, i.e.,
trace(Xˆ) < r0, if it is independent of A, then with high probability, 〈A, Xˆ〉 ≤
〈A,X0〉 − Ω(npgappi2min/r2).
Then we show for any overestimated normalized clustering matrix, i.e.,
trace(Xˆ) > r0, if it is independent of A, then with high probability, 〈A, Xˆ〉 ≤
〈A,X0〉+ (1 + ρ)
√
3trace(Xˆ) log n/4.
Above two results are given on the whole graph but can also be applied to
testing graph.
Finally, we show with high probability, MATR-CV with SDP-2 gives exact
recovery on testing nodes given the true cluster number r0, so 〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉 =〈A22, X220 〉. Then, the proof completes with theorem 5.
Remark 7. Typically for exact recovery one requires pgap 
√
ρ
n . We require a
slightly stronger condition since we allow candidate r values as large as
√
n in
MATR-CV.
Remark 8. In practice, since we know the rmax giving the highest 〈A, Xˆr〉
is greater than or equal to r0, so we can focus on those r smaller than or
equal to rmax, and apply Theorem 6 to that range. The ∆ would then become
(1 + ρ)
√
rmax log n.
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5 Experiments
In this section, we apply our Maximum Trace methodology to different settings
considered in our theoretical results. Specifically, we present MATR’s perfor-
mance on a synthetic SBM model in Section 5.1, a Gaussian Mixture Model in
Section 5.2. Finally Section 5.3 contains the performance of MATR-CV on a
SBM with unknown number of clusters. We use the Normalized Mutual Infor-
mation (NMI) for measuring clustering performance. The detailed parameter
settings for each model is deferred to the Supplement. Here we only show the
high-level structure for ease of exposition.
5.1 MATR on SBM with known number of clusters
For MATR applied to tune λ in SDP-1, we assume the number of clusters r0 is
known. Since λ ∈ [0, 1] for SDP-1, we choose λ ∈ {0, · · · , 20}/20. For comparison
we choose two widely known data driven methods to tune λ for SDP-1. The
first (CL) Cai et al. [2015] sets λ as the mean connectivity density in a subgraph
determined by nodes with “moderate” degrees. The second method we consider
is ECV (remark 2, Li et al. [2016]) which uses edge sampling to select the λ
that give us the smallest error on the test edges from a model estimated from
training edges.
Figure 2 compares MATR with ECV, and CL, on two SBM’s with 4 equal
and unequal sized clusters respectively. We use strongly assortative SBMs with
hierarchical structure, since SDP-1 requires strong assortativity. We show the
structure of P in Figure 2 a) and b). P is multiplied with a range of scalars ρ to
vary average degree in Figure 2 c) and d), which show that while for small ρ CL
is slightly better, MATR outperforms others by a large margin for large ρ.
5.2 Gaussian mixture model with known number of clus-
ters
Here MATR-CV is used to tune the bandwidth parameter θ in Spectral Clustering
for a Mixture of Gaussians (MoG). Our candidate set of θ is tα/20, t = 1, · · · , 20
and α = maxi,j ‖Yi − Yj‖2. The number of clusters r = 3 is assumed to be
known.
In [Shi et al., 2008], a data dependent way to set bandwidth parameter θ
was proposed (DS). For each data point Yi, the 5% quantile of {‖Yi − Yj‖2 , j =
1, ..., n} (denoted by qi). θ is set to be 95% quantile of {q1,...,qn}√
95% quantile of χ2d
.
In Figure 3, MATR is compared to DS on mixture of three equal covariance
spherical gaussians. The sizes of clusters are equal in Figure 2a and unequal
in Figure 2b. Data is generated using Eq 2 with d = 20, µa, a ∈ [3] have two
non-zero coordinates. Also, µa = cµa,0 and large c leads to larger separation
between the population means.
The 2-d projection of Y is shown in Figure 2a,c and NMI with increasing
cluster separation (increasing c on X axis) is shown in Figure 2b,d. The results
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(a) Equal sized P (b) NMI for equal sized
(c) Unequal sized P (d) NMI for unequal sized
Figure 2: Comparison of four different choices of λ for SDP-1.
show that for equal sized clusters, both methods perform equally. However, in
the unbalanced setting, MATR-CV leads to a better θ than DS.
5.3 Model selection with MATR-CV on SBM
Under this setup, MATR-CV is used for model selection with SBM. We make
comparisons among MATR-CV, Bethe-Hessian estimator (BH) [Le and Levina,
2015] and Edge Sampling Cross Validation (ECV) [Li et al., 2016]. More specifi-
cally, for ECV and MATR-CV, we iterate over candidate set r ∈ {1, 2, · · · √N},
where N is the total number of nodes.
We applied all three methods on synthetic data. The data are generated
from a strong assortative matrix P as shown in Figure 4 (a,b), the experiments
are evaluated under five average density settings with each of them repeated
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(a) Equal mi (b) NMI for equal sized
(c) Unequal mi (d) NMI for unequal sized
Figure 3: Comparison of tuning bandwidth in spectral clustering.
for five random adjacency matrices, and the performances are compared based
on NMI score and number of clusters being selected. As indicated in Figure 4
(c,e) and 4 (d,f), for both equal and unequal size clustering cases, MATR-CV
outperforms other two methods with a large margin.
6 Concluding remarks
We present MATR, a provable MAx-TRace based hyperparameter tuning frame-
work for general clustering problems. We rigorously prove the effectiveness of
this framework for tuning SDP relaxations for community detection under the
block model and for learning kernel bandwidth in spectral clustering over a
suitably defined mixture of sub-gaussians. As a side product, we also propose
MATR-CV, a cross validation based extension which can be used to provably
estimate the number of clusters in blockmodels. Using a variety of simulation
experiments we show the advantage of our method over other existing heuristics.
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(a) Equal sized P (b) Unequal sized P
(c) NMI for equal size case (d) NMI for unequal size case
(e) Selected number of clusters for equal size
case
(f) Selected number of clusters for unequal
size case
Figure 4: Comparison of three different model selection methods for SDP-2 on
equal and unequal size cases.
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Appendix
This appendix contains detailed proofs of theoretical results in the main paper
“A Unified Framework for Tuning Hyperparameters in Clustering Problems”,
additional theoretical results, and detailed description of the experimental pa-
rameter settings. We present proofs for MATR and MATR-CV in Sections A
and Sections B respectively. Sections A.2 and B.1 contain additional theoretical
results on the role of the hyperparameter in merging clusters in SDP-1 and SDP-2
respectively. Finally, Section C contains detailed parameter settings for the
experimental results in the main paper.
A Additional Theoretical Results and Proofs of
Results in Section 3
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. If for tuning parameter λ, we have 〈Sˆ, Xˆλ〉 ≥ 〈S,X0〉 − , then
〈S, Xˆλ〉 ≥ 〈S,X0〉 − |〈Sˆ − S, Xˆλ〉| − . (3)
First we will prove that this immediately gives an upper bound on ‖Xˆλ −X0‖F .
We will remove the subscript λ for ease of exposition. Denote ωk = 〈X0, XˆSk,Sk〉,
αij =
〈Ei,j ,Xˆ〉
mk(1−ωk) , when ωk < 1 and 0 otherwise, and off-diagonal set for kth
cluster SCk as {(i, j)|i ∈ Sk, j /∈ Sk}. Then we have
〈S, Xˆ〉 =
∑
k
akk〈ESk,Sk , Xˆ〉+
∑
k
∑
SCk
aij〈Ei,j , Xˆ〉
=
∑
k
akkmkωk +
∑
k
mk(1− ωk)
∑
SCk
aijαij
=
∑
k
mkωk(akk −
∑
SCk
aijαij) +
∑
k
mk
∑
SCk
aijαij
(4)
Since by assumption 〈S, Xˆ〉 ≥∑kmkakk − |〈R, Xˆ〉| − ,∑
k
mkωk(akk −
∑
SCk
aijαij) +
∑
k
mk
∑
SCk
aijαij ≥
∑
k
mkakk − |〈R, Xˆ〉| − .
Note that, since S is weakly assortative, akk −
∑
SCk
aijαij is always positive
because
∑
SCk
αij ≤ 1.
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Denote ′ = |〈R, Xˆ〉|+ , βk =
mk(akk−
∑
SC
k
αijaij)∑
kmk(akk−
∑
SC
k
αijaij)
,∑
k
mkωk(akk −
∑
SCk
aijαij) ≥
∑
k
mk(akk −
∑
SCk
αijaij)− ′
∑
k
βkωk ≥ 1− 
′∑
kmk(akk −
∑
SCk
αijaij)∑
k
βk(1− ωk) ≤ 
′∑
kmk(akk −
∑
SCk
αijaij)
.
∑
k
(1− ωk) ≤
∑
k
βk
βmin
(1− ωk) ≤ 
′
βmin
∑
kmk(akk −
∑
SCk
αijaij)
,
where βmin = mink βk. Since trace(Xˆ) = trace(X0),∥∥∥Xˆ −X0∥∥∥2
F
= trace((Xˆ −X0)T (Xˆ −X0))
= trace(Xˆ +X0 − 2XˆX0)
= 2trace(X0)− 2
∑
k
〈X0, XˆSk,Sk〉
= 2
∑
k
(1− ωk) ≤ 2
′
minkmk(akk −
∑
SCk
αijaij)
≤ 2
′
npimin mink(akk −maxSCk aij)
Now consider the λ∗ returned by MATR,
〈Sˆ, Xˆλ∗〉 ≥ 〈Sˆ, Xˆλ0〉 ≥ 〈S,X0〉 − .
Then, following the above argument and from the condition from the theorem,
‖Xλ∗ −X0‖2F ≤
2′
npimin mink(akk −maxSCk aij)
= oP (1).
A.2 Range of λ for merging clusters in SDP-1
Proposition 9. Let X˜ be the optimal solution of SDP-1 for A ∼ SBM(B,Z0)
with λ satisfying
max
k 6=`
B∗k,` + Ω(
√
ρ log n
npimin
) ≤ λ ≤ min
k
B∗kk − max
k,`=r−1,r
m`
nk
(B`,` −Br,r−1) +O(
√
ρ log n
n
),
then X˜ = X∗ with probability at least 1 − 1n , where X∗ is the unnormalized
clustering matrix which merges the last two clusters, B∗ is the corresponding
(r − 1)× (r − 1) block probability matrix.
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Remark: The proposition implies if the first r−2 clusters are more connected
within each cluster than the last two clusters and the connection between first
r − 2 clusters and last two clusters are weak, we can find a range for λ that
leads to merging the last two clusters with high probability. The results can be
generalized to merging several clusters at one time. The result above highlights
the importance of selecting λ as it affects the performance of SDP-1 significantly.
Proof. We develop sufficient conditions with a contruction of the dual certificate
which guarantees X∗ to be the optimal solution. The KKT conditions can be
written as below:
First order stationary:
−A− Λ + λEn − diag(β)− Γ = 0
Primal feasibility:
X  0, X ≥ 0, Xii = 1 ∀i = 1 · · · , n
Dual feasibility:
Γ ≥ 0,Λ  0
Complementary slackness
〈Λ, X〉 = 0,Γ ◦X = 0.
Consider the following construction: denote Tk = Ck, nk = mk, for k < r− 1,
Tr−1 = Cr−1
⋃
Cr, nr−1 = mr−1 +mr.
XTk = Enk
XTkTl = 0, for k 6= l ≤ r − 1
ΛTk = −ATk + λEnk − λnkInk + diag(ATk1nk)
ΛTkTl = −ATk,Tl +
1
nl
ATk,TlEnl +
1
nk
EnkATk,Tl −
1
nlnk
EnkATk,TlEnl
ΓTk = 0
ΓTk,Tl = λEnk,nl −
1
nl
ATk,TlEnl −
1
nk
EnkATk,Tl +
1
nlnk
EnkATk,TlEnl
β = diag(−A− Λ + λEn − Γ)
All the KKT conditions are satisfied by construction except for positive
semidefiniteness of Λ and positiveness of Γ. Now, we show it one by one.
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Positive Semidefiniteness of Λ Since span(1Tk) ⊂ ker(Λ), it suffices to
show that for any u ∈ span(1Tk)⊥, uTΛu ≥ 0. Consider u =
∑
k uTk , where
uTk := u ◦ 1Tk , then uTk ⊥ 1nk .
uTΛu =−
∑
k
uTTkATkuTk − λ
∑
k
nku
T
Tk
uTk +
∑
k
uTTkdiag(ATk1nk)uTk −
∑
k 6=l
uTTkATkTluTl
= −uT (A− P )uT − uTPu− λ
∑
k
nku
T
Tk
uTk +
∑
k
uTTkdiag(ATk1nk)uTk
= −uT (A− P )u− uTTk−1PTk−1Tk−1uTk−1 − λ
∑
k
nku
T
Tk
uTk +
∑
k
uTTkdiag(ATk1nk)uTk
(5)
For the first term, we know
uT (A− P )u ≤ ‖A− P‖2 ‖u‖22 ≤ O(
√
nρ) ‖u‖22
with high probability.
For the second term, and note that Tr−1 = Cr−1
⋃
Cr, and
PTr−1Tr−1 =
[
Br−1,r−1Emr−1mr−1 , Br−1,rEmr−1mr
Br,r−1Emrmr−1 , Br,rEmrmr
]
Since uTr−1 ⊥ 1nr−1 ,
uTTr−1
[
Br−1,rEmr−1mr−1 , Br−1,rEmr−1mr
Br,r−1Emrmr−1 , Br,r−1Emrmr
]
uTr−1 = 0,
therefore
uTTr−1PTr−1Tr−1uTr−1 = u
T
Tr−1
[
(Br−1,r −Br−1,r−1)Emr−1mr−1 , 0
0, (Br−1,r −Br,r)Emrmr
]
uTr−1
≤ max{mr−1(Br−1,r−1 −Br−1,r),mr(Br,r −Br,r−1)} ‖u‖22
(6)
Consider the last term
∑
k u
T
Tk
diag(ATk1nk)uTk . Using Chernoff, we know
||diag(ATk1nk)||2 ≥ B∗k,knk −
√
6ρnk log nk
with high probability, where for k, l < r − 1,
B∗kl = Bkl,
B∗k,r−1 =
mr−1Bk,r−1 +mrBk,r
mr−1 +mr
,
B∗r−1,r−1 =
(m2r−1Br−1,r−1 + 2 ∗mrmr−1Br−1,r + (m2rBr,r)
(mr−1 +mr)2
.
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Therefore, :
−λ
∑
k
nku
T
Tk
uTk+
∑
k
uTTkdiag(ATk1nk)uTk ≥ mink (B
∗
k,knk − Ω(
√
ρnk log n)− λnk) ‖u‖22 .
So with equation 5, a sufficient condition for positive semidefiniteness of Λ is
min
k
(B∗k,knk − Ω(
√
ρnk log n)− λnk) ≥ O(√nρ)+max{mr−1(Br−1,r−1−Br−1,r),mr(Br,r−Br,r−1)}
which implies,
λ ≤ min
k
B∗kk−max
k
max{mr−1
nk
(Br−1,r−1−Br−1,r), mr
nk
(Br,r−Br,r−1)}+O(
√
ρn log n)
Positiveness of Γ
E[ΓTk,Tl ] = (λ−B∗k,l)Enk,nl .
Using Chernoff bound, we know ΓTk,Tl > 0 with high probability as long as
λ ≥ maxk 6=lB∗k,l + Ω(
√
ρ log n/npimin).
B Additional Theoretical Results and Proofs of
Results in Section 4
B.1 Range of λ for merging clusters in SDP-2-λ
Yan et al. [2017] proved consistency result of SDP-2 for a range of λ. Here, we
show that for λ in a different range, the SDP will return a merged clustering
matrix with high probability. Specifically, we present the conditions for λ that
return trace(X˜) = r− 1, meaning that the SDP-2 would merge two clusters into
one. The results can be generalized to merging several clusters at one time as
well.
Proposition 10. Let X˜ be the optimal solution of SDP-2 for A ∼ SBM(B,Z).
Suppose λ ≤ O(pi2minnmink 6=l(Bkk −Bkl))− Ω(
√
ρn log n/pimin), and for every
k < r − 1,
Ω(
√
nρ) + max{mr−1(Br−1,r−1 −Br−1,r),mr(Br,r −Br,r−1)} ≤ λ
≤ (mkmr−1 +mkmr)(Bk,k +B
∗
r−1,r−1 − 2B∗k,r−1)
mk +mr−1 +mr
− Ω(
√
ρpiminn log n),
(7)
then X˜ = X∗ with high probability, where X∗ is the normalized clustering
matrix when the last two clusters are merged, and B∗ is the (r − 1) × (r − 1)
corresponding clustering probability matrix. k, l < r − 1, B∗kl = Bkl, B∗k,r−1 =
mr−1Bk,r−1+mKBk,r
mr−1+mr
, B∗r−1,r−1 =
(m2r−1Br−1,K−1+2∗mrmr−1Br−1,r+(m2rBr,r)
(mr−1+mr)2
.
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Remark: The proposition implies appropriate conditions on the connectivity
patterns of the graph can lead to merged clusters if λ is not chosen correctly,
similar in spirit to Proposition 9.
Corollary 11. Uneven separations: for a SBM with m1 = · · · = mr, and
B1,1 = p1 ≥ B2,2 = p2 ≥ · · ·Br,r = pr, and Bk,l = q for k 6= l. The condition
for λ to merge the last two clusters is
Ω(
√
nρ) +m(pr−1 − q) ≤ λ ≤ (4pr−2 + pr−1 + pr − 6q)m/6− Ω(
√
ρn log n),
the interval is nonempty when n is large, p, q = Θ(1),mk = Θ(n) and pr−2 ≥
5pr−1−pr
4 ;
Corollary 12. Uneven cluster sizes: for a SBM with m1 = · · · = mr−2 = m ≥
mr−1 = mr = m∗ and Bk,k = p, and Bk,l = q for k 6= l. The condition for λ to
merge the last two clusters is
Ω(
√
nρ) +m∗(p− q) ≤ λ ≤ 3mm
∗(p− q)
4m∗ + 2m
− Ω(ρn log n),
the interval is nonempty when n is large, p, q = Θ(1),m,m∗ = Θ(n) and
m∗
m ≤ 3−
√
2
2
√
2
.
Proof of Proposition 10. We develop sufficient conditions with a construction of
the dual certificate which guarantees X∗ to be the optimal solution. The KKT
conditions can be written as below:
First order stationary:
−A− Λ + (1αT + α1T ) + βI − Γ
Primal feasibility:
X  0, X ≥ 0, X1n = 1n, trace(X) = r
Dual feasibility:
Γ ≥ 0,Λ  0
Complementary slackness
〈Λ, X〉 = 0,Γ ◦X = 0.
Consider the following construction: denote Tk = Ck, nk = mk, for k < r− 1,
Tr−1 = Cr−1
⋃
Cr, nr−1 = mr−1 +mr.
XTk = Enk/nk
XTkTl = 0, for k 6= l ≤ r − 1
ΛTk = −ATk + (1nkαTTk + αTk1Tnk) + λInk
ΛTkTl = −(I −
Enk
nk
)ATkTl(I −
Enl
nl
)
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ΓTk = 0
ΓTk,Tl = −ATkTl − ΛTkTl + (1nkαTTl + αTk1Tnl)
αTk =
1
nk
(ATk1nk + φk1nk)
φk = −1
2
(β +
1TnkATk1nk
nk
)
All the KKT conditions are satisfied by construction except for positive
semidefiniteness of Λ and positiveness of Γ. Now, we show it one by one.
Positive Semidefiniteness of Λ Since span(1Tk) ⊂ ker(Λ), it suffices to
show that for any u ∈ span(1Tk)⊥, uTΛu ≥ 0. Consider u =
∑
k uTk , where
uTk := u ◦ 1Tk , then uTk ⊥ 1nk .
uTΛu =−
∑
k
uTTkATkuTk + λ
∑
k
uTTkuTk −
∑
k 6=l
uTTkATkTluTl
= −
∑
k
uTTk(A− P )TkuTk −
∑
k 6=l
uTTk(A− P )TkTluTl + λ ‖u‖22 − uTPu
= −uT (A− P )u+ λ ‖u‖22 − uTTr−1PTr−1Tr−1uTr−1
(8)
Now consider uTTr−1PTr−1Tr−1uTr−1 , and note that Tr−1 = Cr−1
⋃
Cr, and
PTr−1Tr−1 =
[
Br−1,r−1Emr−1mr−1 , Br−1,rEmr−1mr
Br,r−1Emrmr−1 , Br,rEmrmr
]
Since uTr−1 ⊥ 1nr−1 ,
uTTr−1
[
Br−1,rEmr−1mr−1 , Br−1,rEmr−1mr
Br,r−1Emrmr−1 , Br,r−1Emrmr
]
uTr−1 = 0,
therefore
uTTr−1PTr−1Tr−1uTr−1 = u
T
Tr−1
[
(Br−1,r −Br−1,r−1)Emr−1mr−1 , 0
0, (Br−1,r −Br,r)Emrmr
]
uTr−1
≤ max{mr−1(Br−1,r−1 −Br−1,r),mr(Br,r −Br,r−1)} ‖u‖22
(9)
Since ‖A− P‖ ≤ c0√np provided p ≥ c0 log n/n, Therefore, a sufficient condition
is:
λ ≥ Ω(√npmax) + max{mr−1(Br−1,r−1 −Br−1,r),mr(Br,r −Br,r−1)} (10)
Positiveness of Γ Define d∗i (Tk) =
∑
j∈Tk Ai,j , d¯
∗
i (Tk) =
d∗i (Tk)
nk
, and
d¯∗(TkTl) =
∑
i∈Tl d¯
∗
i (Tk)
nl
. Then consider x ∈ Tk, y ∈ Tl, we need
d¯∗x(Tk)−d¯∗x(Tl)+
1
2
(d¯∗(TkTl)−d¯∗(TkTk))+d¯∗y(Tl)−d¯∗y(Tk)+
1
2
(d¯∗(TkTl)−d¯∗(TlTl))− λ
2nl
− λ
2nk
≥ 0,
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Using Chernoff bound as in Bowei’s proof, for positiveness of Γ with high
probability we only need
1
2
(B∗kk+B
∗
ll−2B∗kl)−
√
6 log n(
√
B∗kk
nk
+
√
B∗ll
nl
)−
√
18B∗kl log n(
1
nk
+
1
nl
) ≥ λ
2nl
+
λ
2nk
where for k, l < r − 1,
B∗kl = Bkl,
B∗k,r−1 =
mr−1Bk,r−1 +mrBk,r
mr−1 +mr
,
B∗r−1,r−1 =
(m2r−1Br−1,r−1 + 2 ∗mrmr−1Br−1,r + (m2rBr,r)
(mr−1 +mr)2
.
If k, l < r − 1, then B∗kl = Bkl, nl = ml, the condition becomes
1
2
(Bkk+Bll−2Bkl)−
√
6 log n(
√
Bkk
mk
+
√
Bll
ml
)−
√
18Bkl log n(
1
mk
+
1
ml
) ≥ λ
2ml
+
λ
2mk
,
which is equivalent to
λ ≤ O(pi2minnmin
k 6=l
(Bkk −Bkl))− Ω(
√
ρn log n/pimin).
Now, suppose k < r − 1, l = r − 1, the condition becomes:
1
2
(Bkk +B
∗
ll − 2B∗kl)−
√
6 log n(
√
Bkk
mk
+
√
B∗ll
mr−1 +mr
)
−
√
18B∗kl log n(
1
mk
+
1
mr−1 +mr
) ≥ λ
2mr−1 + 2mr
+
λ
2mk
.
(11)
Since
√
6 log n(
√
Bkk
mk
+
√
B∗ll
mr−1+mr
)mk(mr−1+mr)mk+mr−1+mr = O(
√
ρn log n/pimin), and
similarly for other terms, then we have the sufficient condition for positiveness
of Γ on λ:
λ ≤ (mkmr−1 +mkmr)(Bk,k +B
∗
r−1,r−1 − 2B∗k,r−1)
mk +mr−1 +mr
− Ω(
√
ρn log n/pimin).
Proof of Corollary 11. Now suppose we have equal sized clusters, with p1 ≥
p2 ≥ p3 ≥ ... ≥ pr for within cluster probability. Assume q for between
cluster probability. Consider fixed r, mr = n/r = m, and assume dense graph:
pi, q = Θ(1), then we can drop the negative term in equation 11, we have:
λ ≥ ‖A− P‖+m(pr−1 − q)
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(pr−2 +
pr−1 + pr + 2q
4
− 2q) ≥ 3λ
4m
,
if we drop ‖A− P‖, we get
Pr−2 ≥ 5Pr−1 − Pr
4
,
if Pr−1 = PK , then it becomes
Pr−2 ≥ Pr−1
Actually, for this simple case, we can show that to merge the last r clusters, the
bound would be:
λ ≥ ‖A− P‖+m(pr−r+1 − q)
1
2
(pr−r +
∑K
i=r−r+1 pi + (r
2 − r)q
r2
− 2q) ≥ λ(r + 1)
2mr
.
We can show that
m(pr−r − q) ≥ 1
2
(pr−r +
∑K
i=r−r+1 pi + (r
2 − r)q
r2
− 2q),
i.e. the upper bound for merging the last r clusters is less than the lower bound
for merging the last r + 1 clusters.
Proof of Corollary 12. Now let’s assume p′ = p, q′ = q, while relaxing the equal
size constrain: assume the last two cluster of size m∗. Then above requirement
becomes:
3
4
(p− q) ≥
√
2
4
(p− q) +
√
2m∗(p− q)
2m
,
i.e. m
∗
m ≤ 3−
√
2
2
√
2
.
Remark: The analysis can be easily generalized to hierarchical model
showing the range such that several clusters are merged at the same time.
Consider the model described in Li et al. [2018] (Definition 1), and assume
equal size m, and a dense degree regime. Then we can still apply the primal-
dual certificate proof with another construction. In this case of binary tree
SBM, intuitively, we would merge those clusters such that s(x, x′) = 1 first.
Suppose the depth of the tree is d. Then define T1 = S0,0,0,...,0
⋃
S1,0,0,...,0,
T2 = S0,1,0,...,0
⋃
S1,1,0,...,0,...,T2d−1 = S0,1,...,1
⋃
S1,1...,1, where Sid is a cluster
indexed by a binary index id. Using a similar proof, we can get a range for λ
such that X corresponds to T is the optimal solution for the SDP.
The only changes in the proof would be as follows:
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(1) for the lower bound of λ, uTPu is not zero.
uTPu =
∑
j,k
uTj Pj,kuk =
∑
k
uTk Pk,kuk +
∑
j 6=k
uTj Pj,kuk
=
∑
k
uTk
[
p0Em, p1Em
p1Em, p0Em
]
uk +
∑
j 6=k
uTj Pj,kuk
(12)
Due to the binary tree structure, Pj,k is a constant matrix, so off-diagonal terms
will go away, and following similar arguments the diagonal term is bounded by
(p0 − p1)m.
Therefore the lower bound for λ is:
λ ≥ √npmax + (p0 − p1)m.
(2) the upper bound of λ becomes (drop the negative terms):
1
2
(
p0 + p1
2
+
p0 + p1
2
− p2) ≥ λ
2m
.
Combining them together, we have:
(p0 + p1 − 2p2)m ≥ λ ≥ (p0 − p1)m
Before proving proposition 15, proposition 16 and proposition 17, we present
a lemma which will help the proofs.
Lemma 13. Consider a sample similarity matrix Sˆ with S being the population
similarity. Let X be a normalized clustering matrix for either soft clustering or
hard clustering independent of Sˆ. If for any i, j, a ≤ Sij − Sˆij ≤ b, then with
high probability (1− n−1),
〈S − Sˆ,X〉 ≤ (b− a)
√
trace(X) log n/2;
similarly, with high probability (1− n−1),
〈S − Sˆ,X〉 ≥ −(b− a)
√
trace(X) log n/2.
Proof. The result follows from using Hoeffding’s inequality and using the fact
that X is a projection matrix.
Let Sk denote the clusters induced by X. Note that due to the independence
between A and X,
P (〈S − Sˆ,X〉 ≥ t) ≤ exp(− 2t
2
(b− a)2∑i6=j X2ij )
≤ exp(− 2t
2
(b− a)2 ‖X‖2F
)
= exp(− 2t
2
(b− a)2trace(X) )
Let t = (b− a)√trace(X) log n/2, then P (〈S − Sˆ,X〉 ≥ t) ≤ 1/n.
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 6
Before proving Theorem 6, we first prove three lemmas, each verifying one
assumption in Theorem 5.
Lemma 14. For any underestimated normalized clustering matrix, i.e., trace(Xˆ) <
r0, for a general similarity matrix S, we have
〈S, Xˆ〉 ≤ 〈S,X0〉 − Ω(τpimin/r2).
Proof. Denote S˜i,j = max{k,`|k∈C(i),`∈C(j)} Sk,`, where C(i) is the cluster that
node i belongs to, as the induced block-wise constant matrix from S, and
Hi,j = S˜{k,`|∀k∈Ci,`∈Cj}.
Denote αk,i = |Cˆk ∩ Ci|, and mˆk = |Cˆk| =
∑
i αk,i, rˆ = rank(Xˆ) < r. First
note that for each i ∈ [r], ∃k ∈ [rˆ], s.t. αk,i ≥ |Ci|/rˆ. Since r > rˆ, by the
Pigeonhole principle, we see that ∃i0, j0, k0 such that,
αk0,i0 = |Cˆk0 ∩ Ci0 | ≥ |Ci0 |/rˆ ≥ piminn/rˆ
αk0,j0 = |Cˆk0 ∩ Cj0 | ≥ |Cj0 |/rˆ ≥ piminn/rˆ
For each k 6= k0,∑
i,j Hi,jαk,iαk,j
mˆk
≤
∑
iHi,i
∑
j αk,iαk,j
mˆk
=
∑
i
Hi,iαk,i.
For k = k0,
∑
i,j Hi,jαk,iαk,j
mˆk
=
∑
i,j Hi,iαk,iαk,j
mˆk
+
∑
i6=j(Hi,j −Hi,i)αk,iαk,j
mˆk
=
∑
i
Hi,iαk,i +
∑
i6=j(Hi,j −Hi,i)αk,iαk,j
mˆk
≤
∑
i
Hi,iαk,i +
(2Hi0,j0 −Hi0,i0 −Hj0,j0)αk,i0αk,j0
mˆk
≤
∑
i
Hi,iαk,i − ((Hi0,i0 −Hi0,j0) + (Hj0,j0 −Hi0,j0))αk,i0αk,j0
mˆk
(a)
≤
∑
i
Hi,iαk,i − 2ταk,i0αk,j0
npiminmˆk
≤
∑
i
Hi,iαk,i − 2τpiminn
rˆ2mˆk
,
(13)
where τ = npimin mini minj 6=iHi,i−Hi,j . (a) is true because Hi0,i0−Hi0,j0 ≥
Hi0,i0 − maxj 6=i0 Hi0,j and (Hi0,i0 − Hi0,j0) + (Hi0,i0 − Hi0,j0) ≥ miniHi,i −
maxj 6=iHi,j =: τ/(npimin).
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Therefore, since mˆk0 ≤ n,
〈S˜, Xˆ〉 =
rˆ∑
k=1
∑
i,j Hi,jαk,iαk,j
mˆk
−O(ρrˆ) ≤
rˆ∑
k=1
r∑
i=1
Hi,iαk,i − Ω(2τpiminn
rˆ2mˆk0
)
= 〈S˜,X0〉 − Ω
(τpimin
rˆ2
)
.
Because S˜ is elementwise greater than S, we have
〈S, Xˆ〉 ≤ 〈S˜, Xˆ〉 ≤ 〈S˜,X0〉 − Ω(τpimin/r2).
Using the assumption that S is diagonal block-wise constant so Si,j = S˜i,j
for all k that i, j ∈ Ck, we have 〈S˜,X0〉 = 〈S,X0〉, and have
〈S, Xˆ〉 ≤ 〈S,X0〉 − Ω(τpimin/r2)
Lemma 15. For any underestimated normalized clustering matrix, i.e., trace(Xˆ) <
r0, if it is independent of A, then with high probability (1−O(1/n)), 〈A, Xˆ〉 ≤
〈A,X0〉 − Ω(npgappi2min/r2).
Proof. Based on Lemma 14, we can simply replace S with P , and τ = npiminpgap
where pgap = mini minj 6=iBi,i −Bi,j . Then we can obtain
〈P, Xˆ〉 ≤ 〈P,X0〉 − Ω(npgappi2min/r2)
We then apply Lemma 13 on both 〈A− P, Xˆ〉 and 〈A− P,X0〉, we have with
high probability(1−O(1/n)),
〈A− P, Xˆ −X0〉 = OP (
√
r log n)
Thus, with high probability.
〈A,X0 − Xˆ〉 = 〈P,X0 − Xˆ〉 − 〈A− P, Xˆ −X0〉
= Ω
(
npgappi
2
min
r2
)
−OP (
√
r log n) = Ω
(
npgappi
2
min
r2
)
. (14)
The last line of the above equation is true because of the condition on pgap
in Section 4.1.
Lemma 16. For any overestimated normalized clustering matrix, i.e., trace(Xˆ) >
r0, if it is independent of A, then with high probability (1−O(1/n)), 〈A, Xˆ〉 ≤
〈A,X0〉+ (1 + ρ)
√
3trace(Xˆ) log n/4.
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Proof. First note,
〈Xˆ, P 〉+o(ρtrace(Xˆ)) =
∑
i,j
Xˆi,jBci,cj ≤
∑
i
Bci,ci
∑
j
Xˆi,j = 〈X0, P 〉+O(ρr0),
Then,
〈A, Xˆ −X0〉 = 〈A− P, Xˆ −X0〉+ 〈P, Xˆ −X0〉
≤ 〈A− P, Xˆ −X0〉+O(ρr0)
(i)
≤ (1 + ρ)
√
3trace(X) log n/4 +O(ρr0),with high probability.
(i) follows from Lemma 13.
Lemma 17. With high probability (1−O(1/n)), we can have exact recovery on
testing nodes given the true cluster number r0, so 〈A22, Xˆ22r0 〉 = 〈A22, X220 〉.
Proof. Denote m11k as the number of nodes in the training graph belonging to
the kth cluster, m22k as the number of nodes in the testing graph belonging to
the kth cluster.
First, with Theorem 2 in Yan et al. [2017] and Lemma 18, we know SDP-2 can
achieve exact recovery on traininng graph with high probability. Now, consider
a node s in testing graph, and assume it belongs to cluster k. The probability
that it is assigned to cluster k is: P (
∑
j∈Sk A
11
s,j
m11k
≥ maxl 6=k
∑
j∈Sl A
11
s,j
m11l
).
Using the Chernoff bound,
P (
∑
j∈Sk A
11
s,j
m11k
≥ Bk,k − c1
√
Bk,k log n/mk) ≥ 1− n−3;
P (
∑
j∈Sl A
11
s,j
m11l
≤ Bl,k + c2
√
Bl,k log n/m`) ≥ 1− n−3;
Therefore, under the separation condition in the statement of the theorem,
P (
∑
j∈Sk A
11
s,j
m11k
≥ maxl 6=k
∑
j∈Sl A
11
s,j
m11l
) ≥ 1−2r0n−3. Then with probability at least
1− 2r0n−2, with r0 MATR-CV would give exact recovery for testing graph.
Lemma 18. If mk ≥ pin, then m11k ≥ pinγtrain, and m22k ≥ pin(1 − γtrain),
with high probability. If maxk,l mkml ≤ δ, then maxk,l
m11k
m11l
≤ δ + o(1) with high
probability.
Proof. The result follows from Skala [2013].
Proof for Theorem 5
Proof. First, we use Lemma 18 and notice that the the size of the smallest
cluster of the test graph A22 will be of of the same order as npimin and the size
of the test graph will be the same order as n. Thus applying Lemma 15 and
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Lemma 16 to the test adjacency matrix A22 and the clustering matrix output by
Algorithm 2 shows asumptions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5 are satisfied. Lemma 17
shows that assumption iii is satisfied. The proof completes with the choice of
∆ = (1 + ρ)
√
rmax log n for which assumption (iv) is also met.
C Detailed Parameter Settings in Experiments
in Section 5
Motivating examples (Figure 1):
Figure 1 (a,b): We first consider a graph generated from a hierarchical SBM,
where
B =

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.4
0.6 0.8 0.4 0.4
0.4 0.4 0.8 0.6
0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8
 .
Each cluster has 50 nodes. We use SDP-1 with tuning parameter λ from 0 to 1.
Figure 1 (c,d): Here we consider a four-component Gaussian mixture model,
where the four means µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4 are generated from Gaussian distributions
centered at (0, 0), (0, 0), (5, 5), (10, 10) with covariance 6I, so that the first two
clusters are closer to each other than the rest. Then we generate data points
centered at these means with covariance 0.5I. In total we generate 1000 data
points, where each point is assigned to one of the four clusters independently
with probability ( 2042 ,
20
42 ,
1
42 ,
1
42 ). Finally, we introduce correlation between the
two dimensions by multiplying each point by
[
2 1
1 2
]
.
Tuning with SDP-1 (Figure 2)
Figure 2 (a,b): We first consider graphs generated from a hierarchical SBM
with equal sized clusters, where
B = sparsity×

0.8 0.6 0.3 0.3
0.6 0.8 0.3 0.3
0.3 0.3 0.8 0.6
0.3 0.3 0.6 0.8
 .
Each cluster has 100 nodes and the sparsity constant ranges from 0.2 to 1.
Figure 2 (c,d): Next, we consider graphs generated from a SBM with the
same B matrix, but with unequal cluster sizes. Cluster 1 and 3 have 100 nodes
each, while cluster 2 and 4 have 50 nodes each. The sparsity constant ranges
from 0.2 to 1.
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Tuning with spectral clustering (Figure 3)
Figure 3 (a,b): We first consider a three-component Gaussian mixture with
equal sized clusters. We generate the means µ1,0, µ2,0, µ3,0 from d = 20 di-
mensional Gaussian distribution with covariance 0.01I. To impose sparsity
on each µa,0, we set all but the first two dimensions to 0. To introduce more
structure, we set µ1,0 = 2µ1,0 to make it further apart from the other two
clusters. Then we generate n = 500 samples using Eq 2 with identity as the
covariance of Wi, for all i. The means are multiplied by a separation constant:
µa = µa,0 × separation_constant, which can be changed to control the distance
between different clusters. Each point belongs to one of the three clusters equally
likely. The separation_constant ranges from 1 to 10.
Figure 3 (c,d): Here we consider a three-component Gaussian mixture with
unequal sized clusters. Here, the means and covariances are constructed exactly
as described in the previous paragraph, Figure 3 (a) and covariances are also the
same as that setting. The only difference is that each point belongs to one of
the three clusters with probability ( 2022 ,
1
22 ,
1
22 ). The separation_constant ranges
from 1 to 10.
Tuning with SDP-2 (Figure 4)
Figure 4 (a,c,e): We first consider graphs generated from a SBM with equal
sized clusters, where
B = sparsity×

0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1
0.3 0.8 0.5 0.5
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.5
0.1 0.5 0.5 0.7
 .
Each cluster has 150 nodes and 5 sparsity constants are selected from 0.7 to 0.8
with even spacing.
Figure 4 (b,d,f): Here we consider graphs generated from an unequal-sized
SBM , where the B matrix is the same as above. The clusters have 120, 80, 120, 80
nodes respectively. The same sparsity constants as above are used.
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